
EQAO Sample Questions:
4. The sum of the perimeters of two shapes is

i represented by 1 3x + 4y. The penmeter of
What is the value of 6x2 when x = 7 one shape is represented by 4x

—
2y. Which

2 expression represents the perimeter of
a — theothershape?

a 9x+2y

- 9x+6y
- 9z-Hcc 2 -k c 17x+2y

d 4
d l7x+6y Seel-2

3 See 1-1

5. Which of the following is equivalent to the
2. Which value of x satisfies the equation expression below?

5—2x=9? Zx= 9—5
a x=-7

— 2X
(4x—5)+(2x+1)

— a 2x-6
x=-2 -2.- —1-

)_
- b it—4

c x=2
c 6x—6

dx3
Seel-4 d 6x—4 Secl-2

3 Consider the expression below. 6. Alfredo and his wife, Jody, work in a
3x (5x — it + 1) restaurant Last week Aifredo received an

Which of the following is equivalent to average of $15 in tips for each of the 55 tables
this expression? he served. Jody received an average of $20 in
a 8x2 — 2x +1 tips for each of the 60 tables she served. They

2 are planning a weekend trip. Alfredo will pay a
b 8x + x + 4 total of S220 for their hotel room and Jody will

4 pay a total of $160 for their rental car. How
c I 5x — 2x +1 much of their combined Ups will be left over

1 5x4 — 6x3 + 3? after they have paid for their hotel room and

See i-z rental car?

a $1620 (ScS’)* (c,Yrco) - ‘Co

‘ii $1645

c $2025

d $2405
See 1-4
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8. Meg has been asked to determine the value olthe
1 numerical expression below.

7. Whatisthevalueof(x2)3whenx= — 32 .-.oo
1a—

. 23½
2

1
b 1. Zd Which of the following is the value of

Meg’s expression?
al

32
b 2

(d1 c4

Seel-1 d 8
See 1-i

8. Part-Time Job

Ezre works part-time at a clothing store. He earns $80 per week plus 6% of the value of
his weekly sales. This week Ezre earns $119. L ‘i cceccscni 4JDC S

Whatisthetotalvalueofhissalesthis lszk S. rcçctsc&1 -kt to\ct EGrcc\.5
week? Show your work U

S.zc()40.Q(c\JJ A39c0P,JSee14

\\ D + o.o oo

1O.Keepwmbs

A student council collects aluminum pop tabs to raise money to purchase a wheelchair.
A company buys the pop tabs for $0.88 per kilogram.
If 1267 pop tabs have a mass of one pound, how many pop tabs are needed to purchase
a wheelchair worth $1500?
Show your work.

HINT:
1 lb1 -— ——.1ldlogram=2.2

--

pounds

\%L6I SX)4)4tA’S See 1-1

2]1-\ pop ks/

/ ——

Cost CoS+/t K
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EQAO Sample questions:
1. A garden is in the shape ofa rectangle and a 4 Consider the parallelogram shown below.

semicircle as shown below.
What is the perimeter of WXYZ?

IC an

Which of the following is closest to the a 28cm
/amount of fencing needed to enclose

thegarden? L1 30cm //m /
/ i /

/ c3lcm /
z p y

- lan -a 60cm
H -IOn

- 9 d 34cm
b 70cm in

C C Scc2-1cc 75cm

d 85cm

See 2-2

2. Ella wants a rectangle with: 5• Consider the diagram below.
-a perimeter of 100cm and — -

-the largest possible area. - —

¶25What are the dimensions of the -

rectangle that satisfies her conditions?
a locmxlocm

b 2ocmx3ocm 4 a 550

z IDe 7Q0
c 2scmx25cm

c 125°
d 4ocmx6ocm sjc

See 2-2 d 130°
See 2-4

3. Chris has a square garden with an area of
6. The playing chips of a board game are

38.4 m2, as shown in the diagram. stored in cylindrical plastic cases. The
plastic cases have a volume of 25
120mm3 and a diameter of 40 mm.
Which of the following is closest to theHe decreases the length of each height of one playing chip if 50

side by 1.7m to make a smaller garden. R.wccNp flasiIt Cm

Which is the closet to the perimeter of playing chips . 40flfl 40’,.’,

the smaller garden? can fit tightly tt
into the plastica 37m
case as shown L,% \j’jj— 1- -

b 32m s above? r Hi
I— —c 25m a 0.1mm I -

- 3
(d’lBm tJ’

- b 04mm

c\Qc, c 1.3mm- cozHr...è LJSee Formula Sheet
d 2.5 mm

See 2-3
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9. Toy Sailboats

See 2-4 & 2-5

Emelina makes toy sailboats as shown
below. Determine the total area of the
shaded sails. Show your work

A =
at4

¶tj-U,

2-

.‘.4 4’,jr—c orco. S\roclcd sot’s

10. What’s Missing?
Consider the diagram below.

Complete the table below. Jusfi& your answers using
geometric properties.

MgI. measure Justification

•gst Car’ k 4ranrrtd c*b

ccGasc oQpaSVø ncvç Ga

=j&s_. GS Grcj\c ‘r- fr
S’’-- \*cccx c.—j :!c

x__ ‘S C- C>-pcaAc1’tc.4’.. Ctrs(. .‘ 3D’
a0) ., ,c Ao-3F ‘icL’s

•\)‘s’r &.kQQCrrfrckfO C’3(SS, @-o& 4

4—a y ond qs°

y= ç

3 tAa’-’’ G\fr5 \fl4t

3b’ bCCG.s’St r&r’Jr ea(s3 e.’

8. What is the sum of the interior angles of a
12-sided regular polygon?

s = o In—a-)
= c)(;2-

i’aLo

See 2-

(pM)

N

7. Consider the following diagram.

What is the value of x?

a 80°

b 1200

c 1400

d 170°

a 10800

b 18000

c 1980°

d 2160°
See 2-6

lion

—- c_______
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ckso
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j7 I

C

‘7ac

ak t.

CMtD

sc.’ qd-3
cC

See 2-4co0 a 3’oD
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EOAO Sample questions:

1. What are the slope,m, andy-intercept b,of
the line represented by: 3x

—
2y + 16 = 0?

7
b ,n=—,b=—16

7
c rn=——b=—8

3

d m=—2.b=16

2. Tyler walks along a line leading from a
motion sensor. The graph below shows
information about Tyler’s walk, Which of
the following is closest to Tyler’s speed
in metres per second as he walks toward
the motion sensor?

DIst.nc. hu.n Mellon S.n. we. Thw

1)

4. A bus is rented for a class field trip. The
transportation cost for the trip is made
up of $225 to rent the bus, $50 for gas
and $2 for each bus seat Which relation
below describes the total transportation
cost for the trip if Cis the total cost in
dollars and ii is the number of seats?

a C=—2n+225

b C=—2n+275

c C=2n+225

Temperstize Temperature
In degree. in degree.
Ceteju.. I Falwenh&t. F

r 41

15 Sr
2r I

6. A sports company uses the equation

C = 8t + 5 to represent the relationship
between the total amount charged to
rent a canoe, c in dollars and the rental
time, t in hours. What is the initial
charge to rent a canoe?
a $0

c $8

d $13

/ a rn=-,b=8 —2

3

r

See3-2 d C=2n+275
See 3-4

5 Consider the followinç chart and graph.

<4
2.0

b 1.3

c 0.8

d 0.5

i. - a

-‘—1*--
I-

What temperature in degrees Celsius
is equivalent to -20°F?
a -4°C

b -18°C

( c’ -29°C
d -40°CSee 3-2

____________

0

0 1 3 a 5
Ti,.. 1.)

3. Consider the following graph.
Which statement is false?
a The slope of AB is -2.

t b TheslopeofCDisl. a.

—r c The y-intercept of

_______

the line through CD is -

4 4

d The y-intercept of the
line through AB is -1.

See 3-2

,31*5

C.

See 3-2 See 3-2
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9, What’s the Charge?

r

y = nix + b form,
mand b?
a m=—9,b=3

b m=—3,b=6

c m=—9,b=6

m=—3,b=3

—z p--(f(\

4’ dcitrrøC - CD&1

Okr f rrpc.r-k’rt

Determine initial value of this relationship. Show your work

Initial value:

__________

Is this relationship a directbVjjartial variation? Justify your answer.

-t \r\L- -Pet ;- c - “-

10. The New Line

A line has

CQ) Ot4tcr’ cf ra-’1

1c’t ‘S Ut

7 The total cost of hiring Beth’s Plumbing
3. Janelle draws a line that passes

Services is represented by the equation through the points (-1,6) and (0,3). If
C= 50t+ 70, where (‘is the total cost fanelle writes the equation of the line

in dollars and tis the time in hours,
Next month, the rate will change to $60
per hour, but the initial charge will stay what are the values of

the same. Which of the following ct

____

describes ‘X--x1 3—3(o)4S
how the graph of the relation will change?

Ca The steepness of the line will increase — ?
The steepness of the line will decrease — —

J’M loS c’A

c The vertical intercept will increase by rvF- (0?
lOunits See 3-2

d The vertical intercept will decrease by ‘j c&ircept
10 units C°n 90.)C S

See 3-1

The table below represents the linear relationship between cost and repair time at an
appliance store.

Repair thne, r Cost, C
(h) (5) -‘

.
,- 3 205
‘,6 385
8 505’

lkr
-r-

ikr

Or-ã r\o-b CO\0)

• The same slope as the line represented by 4x — 3y +15 = 0

• Thestntydntercept as the line represented by Zr +y + 6 =

0 Determine an equation of this line. Show your work

Frô slope 4 LiAo7 a r4-crcspl rf ‘Xt’j-1 cc

(0 ac)

-t tc=o

-3 —qx-s
— -5 -3

c3cS 4%1cjSP-

See 3-2

See 3-4
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